Youth Services Monthly Report - October 2021
From: Joshua Carlson, Manager, Youth Services

Programs
Book Bunch on October 6 featured a visit and Q&A with
author/illustrator Mike Cavallaro, discussing his book Nico
Bravo and the Hound of Hades. Twelve kids were in
attendance for the program and Ashley noted, “This was a
really awesome program! The kids were super engaged and
had a great time discussing the book as well as asking author
Mike Cavallaro questions!” Caroline commented, “When
Mike Cavallaro joined us the kids asked excellent questions
and the author was down to earth and very fun with the kids
as he explained his creation. I really enjoyed doing this
program and loved the book.”
Learn to Draw Monsters with nationally syndicated and
award-winning illustrator Rick Stromoski was a great success.
Josh, who Zoom hosted, commented, “Rick was a great
presenter, funny and informative. It was so great to see how involved and focused the kids
were that took part. And, their drawings were amazing!”

While our turnout for our younger focused virtual youth programs has been hit or miss,
attendance at Move & Groove with Miss Jolie on October 26 was fantastic, with thirty one little
kids joining the virtual program. Ashley, who Zoom hosted the program, noted “It was so fun
watching Miss Jolie virtually interact with the many participants! It looked like the children very
much enjoyed the program!” Josh commented, “I can’t prove that it has a correlation, but I
have recently been able to join some of the local homeschooling Facebook groups and had the
opportunity to post about the program about an hour beforehand in those groups. It’s very
possible that there has been an untapped, and unreached, audience for our virtual programs.”
Lauren finished setting up and promoting our 1000 Books Before Kindergarten program. She
notes, “While it has been active on Readsquared online for some time now, we have just started
a real push for promoting the program. There is a large display in the children’s room on which
children can track their progress visually. There are also two display carts with books
appropriate for that age group. Kristen and I updated the flyers to include a QR code so that we
do not have to hand out flyers (they are strategically placed so they can be scanned) and the QR
code goes right to our updated blog post. Coloring sheets and stickers are available for when
children pass each hundred marker. We have partnered with the local shop Ice Cream Social
and will give out coupons for free ice cream at 500 and 1000 books. Additionally, when they
reach 1000 books, they will receive a “Ready for Kindergarten” pack with a pencil case, crayons,
a pencil, and an eraser.”

Austin hosted a variety of technology related programs for kids and teens, including Virtual
Youth Meet-up in Roblox, Library Fortnite Team, Game Design for Youth, Virtual Chess, and
Create a Minecraft World.
Ashley and Erik hosted two sessions of Virtual Board Games. Erik noted, “Some regulars and
some new folks joined us for some virtual fun chatting with each other while playing board and
card games.”
Dungeons & Dragons for Teens has returned. Erik reported, “The campaign has returned. After
successfully defeating the Minotaur in the last campaign, the group is back together searching
for clues and battling monsters. This campaign started off in a new land, following a lead they
found in the caves where they fought the Minotaur. The lead is a playbill in a theater across the
world. They traveled by boat to find the theater. When they got there, they saw that a terrible
attack had happened, they were a day late. Many people in this foreign city had died from this
attack and the police didn’t want outsiders getting involved. The group had to find their own
way into the theater to find out what happened.”
Raquel and Tata created Grab & Go Kits for families to celebrate Day of the Dead and Diwali.
All of the Kits were taken and there should be an online gallery of altars and diyas soon.
Caroline and Kathlyn’s National Novel Writing Month (NaNoWriMo) Writing Workshop series
concluded in October, leading into November (the actual month of NaNoWriMo). Kathlyn
noted, “We had between 7 and 10 kids showing up consistently for this program since it started
in September. Each week we covered a different feature of a novel, such as plot, setting, and
characters. From week to week the kids built on their plans, from coming up with an idea for a
story, to mapping an outline of major events, and fine-tuning a few characters for their novel.
Caroline took the lead in talking about the writing process and explaining the features of a
novel. Each week she put together our “lesson plan” and I just contributed additional examples
where needed. The kids really enjoyed spending time on a creative task and kept us entertained
with their ideas. It was so encouraging to see the same kids coming back each week with
enthusiasm. At the last session, we talked about setting goals for National Novel Writing Month.
We’ll be hosting a quiet writing time each week in November to give kids time to work on their
projects. I’m looking forward to seeing what they come up with.” Caroline commented, “We
ended the last session with eight kids who came to learn about the NaNoWriMo website for
kids and how to stay sane during NaNoWriMo. A lot of the kids really enjoy the prompts that
we have provided for our young patrons. They come up with fun scenarios: a chicken farm
where chickens fight to prove to be the best, a dystopian novel and fantasy realms.” During
NaNoWriMo in November, Caroline and Kathlyn will be hosting Quiet Writing Time sessions
that will allow for guided writing time, help and prompts.

Caroline hosted two sessions of Halloween STEAM. I also worked on Halloween STEAM
projects. The slime one had a great turnout (I had six kids.) I first showed the kids a short
presentation on how to create slime at home (if they wanted to try it.) I also sent them the link
for creating Halloween slime; the kids had a lot of fun decorating their slime and showing their
spooky slime creatures. The kids also loved Giracula and seemed engaged in the story. For Brain
STEAM I only had one kid show up. I went through the parts of the brain such as the frontal lobe
and explained that if a person had an injury that part of the brain could be damaged and could
affect the way an individual acts (I used Phineas Gage as an example.) We read Spider
Sandwiches and made our brains. She did an excellent job with creating her brain.
Kathlyn organized and attended the adult Quick N Easy craft program. She noted, “I arranged
the presenter for this month’s Quick N Easy program, so I was there to introduce her. Grace Lo is
a landscape architect and art teacher, and she led our group through an intuitive and unique
approach to drawing. She talked about the way different sounds can be captured through marks
on paper, and had us participate in several drawing exercises related to sounds in our
surroundings. As the participants tuned in to their surroundings, I could see them becoming
more and more relaxed, almost like in a mindfulness or meditation exercise. It was definitely a
little different from a usual drawing class, but everyone had fun.”
Displays, Collections, Professional Development and Other
As the Library is a Project LIT Community Chapter, Ashley, Raquel, and Caroline met to submit
nominations for next year’s Project LIT Community booklists. They researched titles ahead of
time, using reviews and other resources, and then discussed the merits of various titles before
submitting twenty books to be considered, which included great reads such as Fast Pitch by Nic
Stone, Take Back the Block by Chrystal D. Giles, A Soft Place to Land by Janae Marks, The Year I
Flew Away by Marie Arnold and Yusuf Azeem is Not a Hero by Saadia Faruqi.

All FT YS librarians attended Youth Mental Health Training with Caitlin Leon. Kathlyn organized
the training session in conjunction with WLS to offer to all of the Library’s FT librarians, as well
as librarians throughout WLS. Caitlin is a Licensed Social Worker at Westchester Jewish
Community Services(WJCS). As the Program Director of Digital Equity, she is committed to
serving the needs of children and families in schools throughout Westchester County.
Additionally, she has created and conducted workshops for professionals and parents
throughout Westchester, including several for the Library as part of Trove Time, and is a Certified
Youth Mental Health Instructor. She has over 12 years of experience working with youth as an
agent of support and guidance. The training was quite interesting and useful. Josh notes, the
training was also “eye-opening when discussing the average age onset for various mental health
issues.” Caitlin also provided information on mindful responses to behaviors and situations and
resources. Kathlyn commented, “We learned about typical warning signs for mental health

conditions in teens, and how to differentiate concerning behavior from normal teen behavior.
Caitlin shared several strategies for supporting youth in both crisis and non-crisis situations,
establishing positive relationships with teens, and helping them build resilience. A key takeaway
for me was that a positive relationship with a consistent, supportive adult in their community is
a very protective factor for a teen’s mental health. This training was incredibly helpful in
empowering us to continue improving service to teens, and I was really happy we were able to
make it happen, thanks to the White Plains Library Foundation and WLS.”

Raquel and Kathlyn attended, and were honored at, the WP Youth Bureau’s 2021 Unsung
Heroes Celebration. Raquel noted, “It was great to see fellow community members who were
recognized for their dedication to improving the lives of the youth in the White Plains
community from such organizations as Rochambeau School, Centro Hispano and Westchester
College!” Kathlyn commented, “Brian also attended and made some very kind comments about
our work. It was so inspiring to hear about the great work of the other honorees from all around
the City.”
Erik and Kathlyn created an Edge promotional video for the Highlands Back to School Night
event.
Lauren hosted an outdoor storytime and craft for a local girl scout troop. She commented,
“We read a few stories about powerful women and resilience and they ended up taking the
craft home as it was too windy to do outside that day. But the girls had a blast!”
Erik attended Get Your YA On, a web session from Disney Hyperion press discussing new YA
titles coming out. Erik commented, “It was focused mainly on fiction but some Non-fiction titles
were talked about as well. Librarian Carlson was also able to receive a box of ARCs from Disney
to give to teenagers.”
Erik, Caroline and Lauren attended the Igloo Kick Off Meeting during which staff from Igloo
came to discuss the installation process with the Library and City Engineers. Erik reported, “We
got a better understanding of what will be entailed with the Igloo station.”
Teen volunteering has picked up with Kathlyn organizing a variety of projects for them.
Including a variety of in-Library tasks, working on a Tactile Books project for vision-impaired
readers, and Learn to Knit Kits so that volunteers can begin knitting projects for service hours.

Kathlyn notes, “5 teens come in for a quick intro on the Tactile Book project, and take a book
home. I have already heard back from a couple of them about the changes they plan to make to
their book. It seems to be going well so far. The 18 kits for learning to knit disappeared within
48 hours. So that was kind of alarming, especially because then more people were emailing me
asking for kits. I gave out 2 more this week. I had 2 teens email me saying they finished their
practice square and are ready to move on to making items to donate. Also, Mary Ellen in circ
made a square as well! She is going to crochet hats for the cause. I found about 6 more pairs of
needles so will put together a few more kits to have on hand when people ask. There was a lot
of interest in the Library Tasks options. Four teens helped me get supplies ready for kits (this
was so fortunate because a couple of the kits required some very time consuming prep and I
would not have been able to make enough kits on my own.) A group of three girls has come in
several times to work on sorting DVDs for recycling. We can recycle the DVDs themselves, and
the paper cover, but not the case. This will enable us to actually send the DVDs out for recycling
and avoid sending the whole package to the landfill.”
Josh attended Library Journal’s virtual Fall Summit: Don’t Call It a Comeback - Libraries at the
Center of Community Recovery on October 21.
Keynote Celeste Headlee, journalist and author of the new book Speaking of Race: Why
Everybody Needs to Talk About Racism - and How to Do It, opened with a quote from
James Baldwin, “Not everything that is faced can be changed. But nothing can be
changed until it is faced,” which set the tone for her talk. Noting that Baldwin died in
the ‘80s and not much has changed in the nearly 30 years since, Headlee really drove
home that racism needs to be confronted, talked about, and that it is uncomfortable,
and it is work. That having those conversations “5 minutes in the checkout line, 30
minutes at the dinner table” are so important. She also discussed the “STAR System”
(Stop, Tell, Assist, Restore) for interrupting microaggressions, which Josh will be looking
to learn more about.

In terms of the Trove collections, Lauren reports “I was able to complete a long overdue missing
report, finding many missing items and cleaning up the catalog records to reflect what is

actually on the shelf. Also, all shifting has been completed and hopefully by next month, all
signage will be updated to reflect this.”
All FT YS Staff, and occasionally staff from other departments, have continued to meet regularly
to complete Project READY modules. Currently, the group has completed through Module 14.
Josh notes, “the discussions are lively and passionate, and frequently challenging as we critically
look at the various aspects of work, life and society being examined.”
Lauren went with Mariel to the White Plains Hospital Health Fair at Calvary Baptist Church and
talked to the community about the Library’s programs and resources, as well as signing people
up for library cards and giving away children’s books.
New displays in the Trove include: Remembering Jerry Pinkney, Native American Heritage
Month Exhibit and Book display, Read.Think.Vote Exhibit, and November is Picture Book Month
Exhibit.

